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ABSTRACT

Background and aims The impact of electronic cigarettes (ECs) on nicotine use is hotly debated: some fear that ECs
are a ‘catalyst’ to conventional smoking, while others argue that they divert adolescents from the more harmful prod-
uct. This study used simulation modeling to evaluate the plausibility of catalyst and diversion hypotheses against
real-world data. Design A simulation model represented life-time exclusive EC use, exclusive conventional
smoking and dual use as separate subpopulations. The ‘catalyst’ effect was modeled as EC use increasing dual use
initiation (i.e. EC users also start smoking). The ‘diversion’ effect was modeled as EC use decreasing exclusive cigarette
initiation. The model was calibrated using data from the US National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS). The plausibility
of each scenario was evaluated by comparing simulated trends with NYTS data. This is the first study, to our
knowledge, to estimate the magnitude of a diversion effect through simulation. Setting United States. Participants
and measurements Adolescents aged 12–17 years in NYTS, a cross-sectional study from 2000 to 2019 (n = 12
500 to 31 000 per wave). Exclusive cigarette use, exclusive EC use and dual use of both products were defined using
cumulative life-time criteria (100+ cigarettes smoked and/or > 100 days vaped). Findings A null model (no cata-
lyst or diversion) over-predicts NYTS smoking by up to 87%. Under the conservative assumption that the catalyst
effect accounts for all dual use, an exponential decay constant of 19.6% EC users/year initiating smoking is required;
however, this further over-predicts actual smoking by up to 109%. A diversion effect with an exponential decay
constant of 55.4%/year or 65.4%/year, with the maximum possible opposing catalyst effect also active, is required
optimally to match NYTS smoking trends (root mean square error = 286 632 versus 391 396 in the null model).

Conclusions A simulation model shows that a substantial diversion effect is needed to explain observed nicotine
use trends among US adolescents, and it must be larger than any possible opposing catalyst effect, if present.
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INTRODUCTION

Cigarette smoking remains the primary cause of prevent-
able death in the United States [1]. Despite successful to-
bacco control efforts, prevalence rates have plateaued
among adults [1,2]. Until recently, the predominant nic-
otine product in the United States was conventional cig-
arettes. Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have drastically
changed this pattern, starting around 2010, particularly
among youth [3]. However, this has been offset to some

degree by an all-time decline in conventional cigarette
use and a greater trend towards the use of multiple to-
bacco products, particularly of cigarettes with
e-cigarettes (Fig. 2) [3,4]. The United Kingdom and
Canada show similar opposing trends of EC versus ciga-
rette use, although EC use is higher in the United States
[5].

The implications of ECs are a matter of active debate.
Many fear that ECs may represent a ‘catalyst’ to nicotine
use (including smoking). In support of the catalyst
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hypothesis, EC users are reported to be at risk for later
smoking conventional cigarettes [6–8], although this asso-
ciation may be due to residual confounding bias in their
analyses [9]. A catalyst effect could occur via nicotine de-
pendence [10–13] (although this lacks empirical evidence)
[14], desensitization to aversive sensations of smoking
[13,15] or reduced harm perceptions of cigarettes [16].
In contrast to a direct catalyst effect, ECs may also
indirectly increase cigarette smoking via ‘renormalization’,
i.e. making smoking become more socially acceptable,
although supporting evidence is weak [17,18].

Conversely, ECs have a potential for harm reduction:
ECs are estimated to be only a fraction as harmful as
conventional cigarettes [19], and are often used by
smokers to reduce or quit conventional smoking
[20,21]. An important as-yet unstudied potential benefit
is whether ECs are a primary prevention tool for ciga-
rette smoking [22]; that is, whether ECs divert adoles-
cents from ever using conventional cigarettes. This
could occur if a subpopulation has a pre-existing propen-
sity for nicotine use [9], and are simply using ECs in-
stead of cigarettes. In support of the diversion
hypothesis, declines in conventional smoking prevalence
accelerated after ECs became available [4,23], resulting
in an overall balance with respect to the use of any nic-
otine product [24,25].

Empirical support for each of these hypotheses remains
uncertain due to limitations of available data. Regarding
the diversion hypothesis in particular, the inability to ob-
serve counterfactuals make it very difficult to estimate
what conventional smoking prevalence would have been
in the absence of ECs. The statistical approaches conven-
tionally used in the field are extremely limited in examining
the question of diversion. Simulationmodeling is an impor-
tant complementary tool due to its ability to simulate dy-
namic behavior under different scenarios (e.g. diversion
and catalyst hypotheses), while constraining all else to re-
main equal.

The current study uses system dynamics simulation
modeling to capture trends in the prevalence of (1) ex-
clusive conventional use, (2) exclusive EC use and (3)
dual use of both products during the period 2000 to
2019. The model is calibrated to historical data from
US adolescents during 2000 to 2010 (pre-ECs). Simu-
lated nicotine use trends are projected under the as-
sumptions of (a) a null model (neither catalyst nor
diversion), (b) the catalyst hypothesis (as opposed to
renormalization, for which evidence is weak) [17,18]
and (c) the diversion hypothesis, projected for 2011 to
2019 (post-ECs). Simulated behavior is compared to ob-
served data to evaluate the consistency of each hypoth-
esis with actual observed data.

METHODS

Historical data

Historical data from 2000 to 2019 on the use of ECs and
cigarettes among US adolescents (inclusive of 12–
17-year-olds) were drawn from the National Youth
Tobacco Survey (NYTS), a large national survey which is
representative of adolescents in the United States
(described in detail in the Supporting information).
Sample size varied across year and ranged from approxi-
mately n = 12 500 to n = 31 000 per wave.

Nicotine use was categorized into three mutually exclu-
sive categories of life-time use: exclusive cigarette use, ex-
clusive EC use and dual use of ECs and cigarettes (details
available in the Supporting information). Notably, use defi-
nitions were based on cumulative life-time exposure, not
current use, as this is relevant to population health out-
comes, even among adolescents [26]. Thus, life-time dual
use reflects becoming established users of both substances
at some point, and not necessarily concurrent use.

Hypotheses

The catalyst hypothesis postulates that EC use
influences some non-smokers to later also progress to
smoking (i.e. life-time dual use). An important claim of
the catalyst hypothesis is that ECs attract new populations
of nicotine users [7,12], as opposed to merely those who
would have smoked cigarettes regardless. By definition,
the catalyst hypothesis does not affect exclusive smokers
(as they do not use ECs). Therefore, we model the
catalyst hypothesis as a flow which depletes the ‘stock’
(somequantity that accumulates or depletes) of exclusive
EC users and increases the stock of dual users beyond what
it would have otherwise been.

The diversion hypothesis postulates that EC use entirely
prevents some adolescents from ever using conventional
cigarettes. Conceivably, a diversion effect could also prevent
dual use; we have made a simplifying assumption that this
is negligible, due to the low prevalence of dual use and the
evident diversion effect in exclusive smoking post-ECs [4].
Therefore, the diversion hypothesis is modeled here as de-
creasing the exclusive cigarette initiation rate below what
it would have otherwise been.

The diversion and catalyst effects oppose each other
with respect to their effects on total nicotine use. Both were
modeled because (a) it is possible for both mechanisms to
occur simultaneously, and (b) as the catalyst and diversion
effects act on different variables (dual use and exclusive cig-
arette use, respectively), their effects can be separated for
analysis.
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System dynamics model

A simulation model using Stella Architect version 1.9.5
[27] (Fig. 1) was built, which modeled (1) exclusive ciga-
rette users, (2) exclusive EC users and (3) dual users as sep-
arate stock-and-flow structures (a stock with associated
inflows and outflows that cause accumulation and
depletion, respectively, of the stock). Each stock has an in-
flow of initiation rate and an outflow of maturation rate
(i.e. exiting the age range under consideration). Outflows
of quittingwere excluded based on our definitions of cumu-
lative life-time exposure, which is an irreversible process.
Non-users of either substance were not explicitly modeled,
but are captured implicitly in the adolescent maturation
rate and user ratios. We model EC use (alone or with ciga-
rettes) as independent (i.e. not offsetting) exclusive ciga-
rette use, which allows for would-be never-smokers to use
ECs; this is a conservative assumption that over-estimates
total nicotine use and biases results towards a catalyst hy-
pothesis. As this is a population-level simulationmodel, ad-
justment for socio-demographics was not performed.
Details of the model, including equations, are available in
the Supporting information.

Calibration and optimization

Calibration was performed in several stages, first for behav-
ior mode replication (i.e. to achieve a good fit between sim-
ulated data and historical NYTS data) and next to quantify
the magnitude of catalyst and/or diversion effects that are
necessary to explain observed nicotine use trends (see the
Supporting information for details).

Base-case, counterfactual model

First, building upon recent work [4], calibration for
2000–10 was performed to replicate exclusive cigarette
use trends before the appearance of ECs (circa 2010) in
order to obtain a base-case ‘counterfactual’ scenario of
what exclusive cigarette use would have looked like in
the absence of ECs. Optimization was performed to
tune inflow and outflow parameters to minimize squared
error between the simulated and real NYTS values of
exclusive cigarette use. Using the resulting parameter
values, a base-case counterfactual scenario was
obtained by running the model into the post-EC era
(2011–19).

Figure 1 Simulation model structure. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Null model

Next, calibration of EC and dual use parameters was
performed under a ‘null model’ in which both catalyst
and diversion effects are switched off. Parameter values
were selected which maximized the fit between
simulated and NYTS values of exclusive EC use and
dual use.

Catalyst-only model

The catalyst effect was calibrated by optimizing the
match between simulated and real data for both EC
users and dual users. As it cannot be known how many
dual users in NYTS entered that stock through the ‘nat-
urally occurring’ inflow versus the catalyst inflow, we
estimate the worst-case scenario: the magnitude of the
catalyst effect that would be required to explain all dual
use.

Diversion-only model

The diversion effect was calibrated by optimizing thematch
between simulated and NYTS data on exclusive cigarette
use. This quantifies how large the diversion effect would
need to be to explain observed trends.

Diversion + catalyst model

Because it is possible for both diversion and catalyst mech-
anisms to be occurring simultaneously, the diversion effect
was calibrated oncemore using the scenario that an oppos-
ing catalyst effect is also active.

Validation

The model was subject to basic validation tests, including
ensuring that stocks do not become negative, extreme con-
ditions testing (0 and very high values of inflows and initial
values of stocks) and behavior mode replication. Addition-
ally, ‘reality checks’ of the catalyst and diversion effects
were conducted by switching each effect ‘on’ one at a time,
and observing the effects on dual use (which should
increase) and exclusive cigarette use (which should
decrease), respectively. Next, as the calibrated models for
catalyst and diversion were optimized to match one local
behavior in the model (i.e. dual use and cigarette use, re-
spectively), validation tests were performed on each
model’s behavior with respect to trends in the relevant
broader measure of model behavior (i.e. total cigarette
use for the catalyst model and total nicotine use for the
gateway model). Finally, sensitivity testing was performed
by varying the size of the catalyst and diversion effects by
50% in either direction.

Figure 2 Historical data on exclusive cigarette, exclusive electronic cigarette (EC) and dual use of both products among US adolescents. Source:
National Youth Tobacco Survey, 2000–19. The dotted vertical line at 2010 indicates approximately when e-cigarettes appear
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These analyses were not pre-registered and the results
should be considered exploratory.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows NYTS cigarette and EC use trends during
2000 to 2019, showing a continuous decline in exclusive
cigarette use, followed by increases in EC and dual use after
becoming available ~2010.

The model replicated historical data in exclusive ciga-
rette use to 2010 (Fig. 3) under the null model (no catalyst
or diversion). The trends calibrated to the pre-EC time-
period predict more exclusive cigarette smokers than were
actually observed between 2011 and 2019 by up to 87%
in 2018. This discrepancy is examined further using the
catalyst and diversion scenarios below.

Validation checks of the catalyst-only and
diversion-only effects are shown in Figs 4 and 5, respec-
tively, versus the null model. Both effects are quantified
using exponential decay constants that describe the speed
of decline (here, the percentage of EC users per year who
become dual users or are preventing from becoming ciga-
rette smokers, for catalyst and diversion effects, respec-
tively). A catalyst effect with an exponential decay
constant of 25%/year projects approximately 45% more

dual users in 2019 than there would have been in the ab-
sence of ECs (Fig. 4). Conversely, a diversion with an expo-
nential decay constant of 25%/year projects approximately
51% fewer exclusive cigarette users than would have been
in the absence of ECs (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 shows total nicotine use trends under the null,
catalyst and diversion scenarios, plotted against actual
NYTS data. The actual data on total nicotine use is notice-
ably lower than is projected under the catalyst and null hy-
potheses, with the exception of the 2019 data point
(see Discussion). Conversely, the diversion hypothesis more
closely fits the observed data [root mean square error
(RMSE) = 292 942 versus RMSE = 374 253 for the null
model and RMSE = 391 396 for the catalyst model], but
still appears to over-predict the total nicotine users (again
except 2019).

Next, despite the catalyst effect over-predicting total
nicotine use, the magnitude of a possible catalyst effect
was estimated by calibrating dual use trends to NYTS data.
Importantly, this represents an extremely conservative as-
sumption that the catalyst effect fully accounts for all dual
use: as there is no way to know what fraction of dual use is
attributable to the catalyst effect in NYTS, we estimate the
maximum possible catalyst effect. A catalyst effect with an
exponential decay constant of 19.6% EC users/year who

Figure 3 Historical versus simulated data in exlcusive cigarette use, under the base-case assumption (no catalyst and no diversion effects). The
model was calibrated to National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS) data, and calibration was performed from 2000 to 2010 in order to project a
base-case counterfactual scenario in the absence of electronic cigarettes (ECs). Parameters determining the slope of the inflow (cigarette initiation
rate) were optimized to achieve this best fit. ECs appeared in approximately 2010 (dotted vertical line)
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Figure 4 Trends in dual use [using both cigarettes and electronic cigarettes (ECs)] under the base-case simulation (no catalyst or diversion effects)
and the catalyst simulation. The catalyst effect is estimated to have an exponential decay constant of 25%/year here. ECs are estimated to have ap-
peared in 2010 (dotted vertical line)

Figure 5 Trends in exclusive cigarette use under the base-case simulation (no diversion or catalyst effects) and the diversion simulation. The diver-
sion effect is estimated to have an exponential decay constant of 25%/year here. Electronic cigarettes are estimated to have appeared in 2010 (dotted
vertical line)
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become dual users was necessary to optimize the fit be-
tween simulated and NYTS data on dual use. The effect
of this calibrated catalyst effect on total cigarette use shows
that this maximum possible catalyst effect also
over-predicts total cigarette use (either alone or with ECs)
by up to 109% in 2017 (Fig. 7). Sensitivity testing shows
that varying the catalyst effect by up to 50% still
over-predicts real data.

Next, as the diversion effect is more consistent with, but
still overshoots, observed data, the magnitude of the diver-
sion effect was quantified using Stella’s optimization tools
(see Methods/Calibration and Optimization section). Re-
sults show that the diversion effect must have an exponen-
tial decay constant of 55.4% of EC users/year who are
prevented from becoming established smokers in order to
most closely match NYTS smoking rates. When the maxi-
mum opposing catalyst effect (Fig. 7) was also active, a di-
version effect with an exponential decay constant of
65.4%/year was necessary. Thus, even when an opposing,
upper-limit catalyst effect is active, the diversion effect must
be greater in magnitude to explain observed trends. The ef-
fect of this calibrated catalyst effect on total nicotine use is
shown in Fig. 8: this shows that the calibrated diversion ef-
fect more closely matches total nicotine use, including the
increase in 2019 (RMSE = 286 632). Sensitivity testing
shows that varying the diversion effect by up to 50% still
approximately replicates NYTS trends.

DISCUSSION

This paper used a simple stock-and-flow model to replicate
trends in observed data on exclusive cigarette, exclusive EC
and dual use during the period 2000 to 2019 (with ECs
first appearing around 2010) in the United States. Given
that nicotine use in general, and cigarette smoking in par-
ticular, were lower after the appearance of ECs (~2010)
than would be expected otherwise [4], a substantial diver-
sion effect with an exponential decay constant of 55.4% EC
users/year being prevented from ever using cigarettes is
necessary to explain observed data. Although it is theoret-
ically possible that a catalyst effect occurs for some adoles-
cents, a net diversion effect must be present to replicate
NYTS trends: in the presence of the maximum possible op-
posing catalyst effect (19.6% EC users/year also initiating
smoking), the diversion effect is 65.4%/year. This study is
the first, to our knowledge, which attempts to quantify
the possible diversion effect of ECs using simulation
modeling.

The effect of ECs on nicotine use (including subse-
quently initiating smoking) remains controversial in the lit-
erature, due to the recency of data on ECs (particularly
longitudinal data) and the inability to measure with cer-
tainty what would have happened in the absence of ECs.
The majority of the literature examining the impact of
ECs on subsequent conventional smoking has concluded

Figure 6 Trends in total nicotine use (exclusive cigarette use, exclusive electronic cigarette use and dual use combined) under the catalyst
(0.25%/year) and diversion (0.25%/year) scenarios, compared with actual trends based on National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS) data.
Electronic cigarettes are estimated to have appeared in 2010 (dotted vertical line)
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that they have a catalyst effect [7,8,12], even after control-
ling for shared risk factors between EC and cigarette use.
This includes several meta-analyses which concluded that
ECs plausibly have a causal effect on later initiation of
conventional cigarettes [28]. However, given severe con-
founding in the association between EC and cigarette use
(e.g. peer and family substance use, personality traits, men-
tal health conditions), even regression adjustment is well
known in the causal inference to contain residual bias
[29,30], as demonstrated recently in the context of poten-
tial catalyst effects on conventional smoking [9,31]. Even
more optimistically, Shahab et al. used the same method
to show that ECs have a protective effect against conven-
tional smoking [32].

Largely absent from this debate is the question of diver-
sion in the sense of primary prevention, as pointed out by
McGraw [22]. Not only does the current study demon-
strate that actual data are muchmore consistent with a di-
version effect than a catalyst effect, but the magnitude of
this effect is somewhat large, even using conservative as-
sumptions. This is consistent with other recent research
showing that declines in cigarette use have accelerated af-
ter the introduction of ECs [4,23]. Although ECs are not

entirely safe, the fact that they are estimated to be only a
fraction as harmful as conventional cigarettes suggests that
any degree of offsetting of conventional smoking is benefi-
cial from a population health perspective [19,33].

Of particular note in the current study is the substantial
increase in total nicotine use in NYTS 2019 data. Al-
though this may appear alarming, this is largely attribut-
able to exclusive EC use, which was very recently
reported to have declined again [34]. Importantly, cigarette
use continues to decline monotonically, to a greater degree
than would be expected in the absence of ECs, Neverthe-
less, the high EC use in recent years is potentially
concerning, given that ECs present some harms [35]. How-
ever, when considering population health, there is a
trade-off between the number of users and the level of
harm associated with the product [36]. Given reliable esti-
mates that ECs are only 5% as harmful as conventional cig-
arettes [19,33], the higher exclusive EC use observed in
2019 coupled with the substantial diversion away from
cigarettes is unlikely to pose negative impacts to population
health, and in fact may have a net harm reduction.

It is notable that the simulation model predicted an in-
crease in total nicotine use in 2019 consistent with NYTS

Figure 7 Total cigarette use (exclusive cigarette use and dual use) trends under the calibrated catalyst effect. The catalyst effect was optimized to
achieve the best fit between simulated and actual data in dual use, under the extremely conservative assumption that all dual use is accounted for by
the catalyst effect (exponential decay constant of 19.6%/year). Here, the diversion effect is shown against historical data usingNational Youth Tobacco
Survey (NYTS). Electronic cigarettes (ECs)are estimated to have appeared in 2010 (vertical line). The band represents the range covered in the sen-
sitivity analysis (i.e. a 50% change in either direction of the diversion effect parameter). ECs are estimated to have appeared in 2010 (dotted vertical
line)
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data, attributable to exclusive EC use. This increase occurs
due to the continuation of projected curvilinear trends
from historic data on cigarettes and EC use. Additionally,
the model conservatively assumes that EC use adds to,
rather than offsets, cigarette use (unless a diversion effect
is active) in relation to dual use, which results in higher to-
tal nicotine use and favors a catalyst interpretation.

Strengths

First and foremost, this is, to our knowledge, the first study
to empirically estimate a potential diversion effect whereby
ECs entirely prevent adolescents from ever using conven-
tional cigarettes. This is a critical, but as-yet unstudied
[22], consideration in the debate on whether ECs represent
a net harm or a net benefit to population health. Addition-
ally, the use of simulation methods offers an important
complement to conventional statistical approaches, and
produces projected results under a variety of different
tightly controlled scenarios, including the counterfactual
scenario of what would have happened in the absence of
ECs. The results were robust to even large variations (up
to 50% in either direction) of the estimated catalyst and di-
version hypotheses, strengthening the findings that a net

diversion effect is necessary to explain observed trends. Fi-
nally, the use of nationally representative data in the United
States on adolescent use of cigarettes and/or ECs in the
United States increased the generalizability of findings.

Limitations

The fundamental limitation of this project is that simula-
tion cannot prove or disprove causality in the real world.
Specifically, the result that a diversion effect best replicates
observed historical data in nicotine use trends does not
necessarily prove that ECs divert from conventional ciga-
rettes in this way. However, a well-validated model that
produces realistic behavior among a range of scenarios
can increase confidence in the overall finding that the di-
version hypothesis is more consistent with real data than
is the catalyst hypothesis.

A related limitation is that this model is intentionally
simple in scope for the sake of parsimony, but it is possi-
ble that there are other major determinants of nicotine
trends among US adolescents which are not captured
by the model. For example, a national-level policy enti-
tled the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Con-
trol Act was passed in the United States in 2010, and

Figure 8 Trends in total nicotine use (exclusive cigarette use, exclusive electronic cigarette use and dual use combined) under scenarios using the
calibrated diversion effect. The diversion effect was optimized to achieve the best fit with exclusive cigarette use (exponential decay constant of 55.4%/
year or 65.4%/year, depending on whether or not an opposing catalyst effect is also active). Here, the diversion effect is shown against historical data
using National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS). Electronic cigarettes (ECs) are estimated to have appeared in 2010 (vertical line). The band represents
the range covered in the sensitivity analysis (i.e. a 50% change in either direction of the diversion effect parameter). ECs are estimated to have appeared
in 2010 (dotted vertical line)
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although based on previous policy research we expect
the effects to be small [37], it may have contributed
somewhat to the decline in conventional cigarette use.
Future research is warranted to incorporate such policy
effects into the model. However, given our findings of a
robust and large-magnitude diversion effect, it is unlikely
that unaccounted-for confounders completely explain
the observed diversion effect. Moreover, replication is
needed to examine whether these findings generalize
outside the United States; this is plausible, given that in-
creasing rates of e-cigarette use correlate with decreas-
ing smoking rates in the United Kingdom and Canada
[5].

Additionally, caution should be used when generalizing
parameters in the model to real-world situations. In partic-
ular, our estimate of the diversion effect represents the op-
timal value, given other variables, parameters and
assumptions specific in the model; however, this estimate
will vary with any changes to the model. Also, structures
in system dynamics models do not always correspond ex-
actly to the real world (e.g. outflows in aging chains are of-
ten represented as first-order delays, when in reality they
are fixed delays). Thus, the calibrated value for the diver-
sion effect should be interpreted comparatively with the
calibrated maximum possible gateway effect, rather than
in real-world terms. Moreover, it is possible the diversion ef-
fect varies dynamically.

Finally, the validity of the model is constrained by avail-
ability of existing data. Although the NYTS data is a
strength of this study, there are currently only five data
points that assessed EC use and dual use, which increases
uncertainty in the calibrated parameters; however, the
overall shape of behavior trends are often more important
than precise parameters in system dynamics. Continuing
research is needed to incorporate newly available data
points. Additionally, self-report may be biased, particularly
with respect to NYTS’s definition of ECs as devices that
‘usually’ contain nicotine; this over-inflates EC use preva-
lence in these data to an unknown degree by participants
who vape flavoring or marijuana.

CONCLUSIONS

The current study uses simulationmodeling to show that a
net diversion effect is necessary to explain observed trends
on US adolescent nicotine use. This is the first study to
quantify the potential diversion effect of ECs, whereby they
entirely prevent youth from using conventional smoking.
This has important implications for the harm reduction po-
tential of ECs. Future studies should extend this work by
replicating findings in other settings, accounting for policy
changes over time and incorporating forthcoming data on
nicotine use trends.
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